
                              

EUROPEAN SCHOOLS STAND AGAINST BULLYING

Minutes of the meeting,

13.05.2021/08:30 pm/zoomID704-315-5197

1) P8-What would you do? – reporting

Pyhsical bullying –Portugal

Social bullying – Greece

Cyberbullying – Italy

Verbal bullying – Romania

Emotional bullying – Turkey

Deadline for sending the report to Claudia: 20th May

 Next year, when we do the final report, first the partners must have 
their reports READY TO SUBMIT on Mobility Tool+ and only then 
Claudia can submit the final report.

2) P10 - 1  st    NEWSLETTER: prepared by GR 

-Evaluation and dissemination activities we have done for all stakeholders

 Why do we need? Who can use it?

 Mention about things you did and give information.

 Like a magazine/electronic format/a word doc. with the text,links, photos,
opinions, participants, general ideas,useful things ...



 English and formal language of partners (bilingual)

 4 pages for each school

 Evaluation of the first year 

 Greek partner will prepare guidelines and sent them to other partners.

 Materials should be sent to Greek School till the end of June-first week of
July but the deadline for the Greek partner to finish the newsletter in the 
beginning of September 

3) P11 - project evaluation: online surveys for students and teachers

       

We all completed the project evaluation. The Romanian partner prepared its 
presentation, shared it with all partners and also on social media site.

4) Workshop with students (coordinated by Fusun)

The students will come together on zoom meeting on Thurday 20th May at 9 pm 
(Turkish/Romanian/Greece time) for the step 3. They’ll talk about the main 
character’s features:

-name

-age

-class

-family members

-city/countryside/utopic

-hobbies

-his good personal traits

-his bad personal traits

-his 2 friends’names

-an adult he trusts, such as his parents, a teacher or a relative perhaps. 

They will use the web tool,whiteboard.fi to prevent misunderstanding among 
students.



When they begin the fourth step, they’ll create their mini stories on social 
bullying with the limit of around 2500 characters. We can find many character 
count tools on the net.

5) Progress of project website

The project website was checked and it will be rearranged for the missing things
by Italian Partner.

6) Discussion on mobilities and information given by Romanian AN 
representatives during monitoring visit in School no 51

-mobilities: - physically 

- virtually 

- blended/ hybrid (students – virtually and teachers – physically)= 
different periods

- Physically: set the periods 

Turkey:

Portugal:

Italy:

Greece:

- Virtually: 

Send the Annex to NA with period, no of participants, country of destination;

Use Mobility Tool+ to simulate the calculation of the no of participants so 
that we can spend the budget (tick Force Majeure);

Calculate only for the working days (not for travelling days);

We can use the travelling budget for participants

We can add accompanying teachers to calculation (even if we don’t have 
budget on this)- they are teachers who supervise students when take part in 
the virtual activities in school;



We give the students/ teachers the money;

- Blended (hybrid):

We can set 2 different weeks: one for teachers’ activities and one for 
students’ activities. 

-Sts can stay in hotel and we can get the budget from the project management if 
we need.

Conclusions:

 The partners are going to meet on the internet again in June.
 Each partner will send reporting docs to Claudia.
 Greece partner will organize the newsletter.
 Our students will go on their studies about creating stories.
 The project website was checked. If something is missing,it must be 

brought to a conclusion.
 The partners will inform Claudia about the type of mobilities they have to 

decide till the end of June.


